Lovestory
Italian

English

The Royal Hotel is becoming the Vitaurina – a homage to
the beautiful life, “la dolce vita” and the green Ahrntal valley, “Valle Aurina”, to living in accordance with nature, to the
South Tyrolean and Sardinian character of our house, which is
reflected in every corner. In July 2019, the Vitaurina will await
you in its new look!

07:30
departure from
Sardinia

How come, you might ask? Just find it out yourself!

The template for our fairy tale – the love story of the
parents, Bruno and Rosa.
Your hosts Karin & Klaus, Budroni Plaikner family

Will he conquer her or not?
Our unique love story is set amongst green pastures and impressive mountains. A taut South Tyrolean guy falls for the
Italian beauty. Will he conquer her heart? Do they fit together? Aren’t they too different? We will see, if a holiday flirt can
become true amore!

11:30
arrival in
Ahrntal valley
There’s a lot to discover
on the journey – but nothing
is as impressive as the mountains
of the Ahrntal valley.

Finally arrived!
Let’s make a picture
of this truly special landscape.

12:30
at first
sight

He just can’t take
his eyes off of her
Already the first looks leave no doubt. Our South Tyrolean
outdoorsman immediately falls for the Italian beauty. With
compliments and some fine wine he tries to conquer his
queen of hearts. But the lady keeps the casanova waiting and
enjoys the outstanding panoramic view instead.

13:00
the first
Drink

With a sparkling Hugo, made of
homemade elder syrup, the mood
loosens during aperitivo time.

A dreamy look here a shy
smile there … They share some
Alpine-Mediterranean inspired
treats and get a little closer.

14:00
vespa
ride

A trip to the green
On his vespa, our hero rides his sweetheart through the nature
paradise of the Ahrntal valley – Valle Aurina in her language –
and shows her the most attracting places of this unique piece
of earth. She is thrilled by the beautiful way of life in accordance with nature, the merging of North and South, South Tyrolean mountains combined with Italian lifestyle, in a nutshell:
just everything the Vitaurina represents.

… that’s summer!

… and the numerous
landmarks, silent witnesses
of former times …

And follow the many hiking
paths up to rustic alps and high
mountain summits.

Such as the Taufers Castel,

Together, they explore
the picturesque valley …

they taste the culinary
treasures of the region.

The valley of

unlimited possibilities

14:30
afternoon
break

A place to fall for
After their discovery tour, some sweet temptations come in
handy. The South Tyrolean beau plays his primadonna some
love songs – she seems to like that! Both of them enjoy tasty
homemade tarts with delicious Italian coffee and their time
together in the sunny garden. The lady has already taken a
fancy … to the place, the warm acquaintance of the hosts, the
accommodation and maybe also to something else …

16:00
relaxing
moments

In the modern wellness area,
the sunny boy slowly breaks into
a sweat – and not just because
of the sauna heat!

Deeply relaxed and full
of anticipation they arrange
to meet in the evening.

Enjoying a
perfect hideaway
Prior to their evening date, the both retreat to their all-new
comfort rooms. The wooden interior and gentle colors make
for a very pleasant atmosphere. One or the other takes a short
nap, listening to the charming sounds of nature through the
open balcony door. A slight breeze moves the airy curtains

17:30
a little
rest

and makes the mind wander … What will the date be like?

Mediterranean cloth and local
natural materials make for
a unique comfort.

Soft and warm beds –
the best premise for
a good night’s sleep.

18:30

getting
ready for the

evening

The way to the heart
is through the stomach
Accompanied by candlelight and fine wine in the trendy dining

19:30
dinner for
two

room, the sparks between our two sweethearts shoot out. The
successful combination of South Tyrolean and Italian cuisine
too, showing itself through lovely arranged dishes, gives the
evening a very special note. The couple obviously enjoys their
time together. We’re wondering what the night may bring.
One is for sure: it will definitely be a “notte magica”!

... that’s amore!
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